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What is Peptide? 

It is found in research on protein through Neontology that there is an intermediate 

substance that consists of amino acid yet is different from protein. This substance 

provided with protein property is called Active Peptide. 

Peptide refers to bioactive substance involving multiple cell functions in organism. It 

is essential to various complex biological activities carried out by the body. It covers 

various areas such as hormone, nerve, cell growth and generation. It is important in 

balancing the organs and cells in each system of the body and maintaining their 
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health. 

It has been recognized by exports that Peptide is characterized with super activity and 

diversity, and light molecular weight, thus it can be fully absorbed by the body in a 

way that is most complete and aggressive, or that almost no energy consumption is 

required. Therefore, products made in the form of Peptide are characterized with more 

remarkable effect comparing with products made in other forms.  

And now it is easy to understand that Acne & Beauty Peptide Capsule is more 

effective than other products in the same category in performing functions such as 

removing acne, curing pockmark, and smoothing skin.  

Features of Acne & Beauty Peptide Capsule 

It adjusts visceral functions, corrects abnormal follicular keratosis, restrains secretory 

activity of sebaceous gland, kills bacteria (especially acne corynebacteria) in hair 

follicle, abates local inflammatory reaction, and removes scars left behind by acnes. 

Magical Effect of Acne & Beauty Peptide Capsule 

For removing Level 1 acnes (pocks), the acnes will disappear within 3-7 days after 

first oral application. 

For removing Level 2 acnes (pocks), the acnes will disappear within 10-15 days after 

first oral application. 

For removing Level 3 acnes (pocks), the acnes will disappear in no more than 30 days 

after first oral application. 

For removing Level 4 acnes and scars left behind by acnes, the total period of 

treatment will usually not exceed 3-6 months. 

The reason that Acne & Beauty Peptide Capsule has such a magical effect is simply 

that it is the combination of traditional Chinese medicine and modern biotechnology. 

Biotechnology perfectly achieved the purify that is impossible for traditional Chinese 

medicine to abstract. Active Peptide is more capable of performing product functions 

warts and all, making it very natural to remove acnes quickly. 

Usage of Acne & Beauty Peptide Capsule 

Usage: Take 6 capsules orally with warm water every day in 2-3 times. 

Inapplicability: Pregnant and breast feeding women 



Precautions: Restrain from fat and carbohydrate, avoid wine and other irritating food; 

do not squeeze broken spots; clean your face regularly with soap or anti-bacteria 

cleanser to remove grease.  

 


